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ABSTRACT
Based on four and a half months of original
fieldwork in the village of Karai-ai, the thesis is
the first description of the phonology of Anem, a language
spoken by about 400 people in the Kaliai and Hariai
census divisions of West New Britain, Papua New Guinea.
Anem is the only non-Austronesian language in West New
Britain and has been heavily influenced by contact
with neighbouring Austronesians.

The description

contains some ethnographic material to account for the
effects of intercultural contact on the phonology
of Anem.
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1·.0 Introduction
This thesis is a description of the phonology
of the coastal dialect of Anem, a non-Austronesian language
spoken by about 400 people in West New Britain.

Except

for a word list collecteq by David Counts in 1967, no
other research has been conducted among the Anem, either
on their language or on the rest of their culture.
The Anem are not mentioned by Friederici (1912),
the only anthropologist to visit the area during the period
of German rule (until the First World War).

The Anem are

not mentioned by Capell (1962).
Data were collected and analysed by the standard
linguistic method, with Tok Pisin as a contact language.
In the tradition of the Prague School of Linguistics, I
use the followIng definition of the phoneme:

Phonetic

oppositions which function in a particular language to
distinguish utterances are phonological.

Each

me~er

a phonological opposition is a phonological unit.

of

The

phoneme is a phonological unit that cannot be analysed
further into phonological units (Trubetzkoy 1971:31-37).
Since no other research has been conducted among
the Anem, relevant ethnographic material is included in
section 1.2 to provide a context for the phonology.

The

phonological description itself is treated in section 2
(Prosody), section 3 (Consonants) and section 4 (Vowels).
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Variation between voiced stops and fricatives, and between
back unrounded and front vowels was found to correlate with
age differences; this is discussed in section 5.

The phonemic

status of /d/ and /r/, discussed in section 3.7, was found
to be based on lexical
fully in section 6.

s~ratification,

which is treated more

Suggestions for further research are

included in section 7.

1.1 Classification
The classification of Anem as a non-Austronesian
language by Counts (1969:5) and Chowning (1969:20-21) is
based on a word list collectaiby David Counts in 1967 in
Pureling.

Wurm commented that the word list showed a language

that appeared to be non-Austronesian, but was unlike any
other he was familiar with.l
According to Chowning (1969:20-21)

I

it is unlikely

that Anem can be related to the non-Austronesian languages
of East New Britain--Baining, Sulka, Kol and Wasi (see map 1).
The possibility of establishing a relationship between Anem
and the, non-Austronesian languages of Umboi and Sakar has
not been investigated.

1.2 Ethnographic Context
"Non-Austronesian" is a residual category of languages
whose relationships with one another are largely undetermined.
Ipersonal communication from David Counts
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It is often speculated that the ancestors of the non-Austronesian
speakers inhabited Melanesia before the Austronesians
arrived.

A few place names in the Anem vi"cinity seem to

support this.
territor~

For example, the name of a river in the Lusi

/kaini/, has

n~

meaning in Lusi, but further

inland, in. Anem territory, the same river is called the
/ekein/, which means 'cassowary' in Anem.

The relevant

phonological correspondences, of course, have not yet been
worked out.
My Anem informants tell me that their ancestors
used to live in fortified hamlets scattered along the crest
of mountain ridges.

From there, sentinels could note

movements of men in the vincinity.

The Anem say that at

t.hat time (probably in the mid-nineteenth century) their
territory was so densely populated that their ancestors
engaged in chronic warfare to protect garden space.

Although

the Anem have always seen themselves as a coherent group,
different from the Lusi, Kombe and other Austronesians, they
were, themselves, divided into seven warring sub-groups of
allied hamlets, each with a named sub-territory of its own.
Exchange of women helped to maintain peace with enemy Anem
groups, but failure to deliver a promised wife was an additional
cause for war.
Not only do the Anem speak of war with other Anem,
but also with the Kombe , who apparently conducted raids along
the coast.

Since the Kowbe made the beach dangerous, the
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the Anem had no tradition of canoe building or off-shore
fishing.

When saltwater or shellfish were wanted, armed

men accompanied the expedition to the beach in the morning
and back to the hamlet before dusk.
Taro and root crops planted in slash-and-burn
gardens were (and still are) the staples for the Anem.
Coconut, wild nuts and hunting supplemented the diet. In
1888, the explosion of Ritter Island (Harding 1967:146)
deposited volcanic- ash over much of West New Britain,
destroying the gardens.

Shortly afterwards, according to

the Anem, epidemics, probably diseases of European origin,
brought the Anem very close to extinction.

My informants

could enumerate only twelve /alualu/--men old enough to
have families--who survived the catastrophe.

Even if each

of these twelve men had an average of 4 children and 1 wife,
the total population during that period was still fewer
than 100.
Germany administered New Guinea as a colony until
t.he end of the First \oIlorld War i Australia administered it
as a trust territory until 1975.
te~lnination

The Anem attribute -the

Qf warfare to interference from both Germans

and Australians.
Tok Pisin, the

It was during the colonial period that

English~based

creole, became widely used

as an auxiliary language throughout New Guinea.
In the mid-1950 1 s, the Anem say they abandoned their
mountain

coast.

hfu~lets

and settled in permanent villages on the

They say that Australian patrol officers suggested
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the move to facilitate administration, to provide access
to the food reso.urces of the ocean and to establish a
means of transport for selling copra, their only access to
cash.

Bolo is now the only interior Anem village.
Anem is now spoken by some 400 people in West New

Britain.

There are three Anem villages in the Kaliai

census division--Bolo, Pureling and Karai-ai.

Another

Anem village, Malasongo, is in the contiguous area of the
Bariai census division (see map 2).
Although there is mutual intelligibility among
all Anem speakers, a major isogloss bundle divides the
interior village,f Bolo, from the three coastal villages.
The speech of Bolo, called lomuai omba/'big language'
by the Anem, will be referred to as Bolo Anem; while the
speech Df Pureling, Karai-ai and Malasongo, called lemuai
boid/'little language', will be referred to as Coastal
Anem here.
Although the Anem, Lusi and Aria still consider
Bolo an

Anem village, I noted that Anem is new little

used there.

My informant, about 30 years old, claimed

to be the youngest

speaker of Bolo Anem.

Most of the young

people Df Bolo now speak Aria.
In the Coastal Anem villages, although children
grow up speaking Anem as their first language, they also
become ,fluent in Tok Pisin and Lusi-Kombe
five years.

2

in their first

Except for a few very old people; all the

2_LUSl. anl
d Ko~rob e are d la
. I ec t S Orr- one I anguage.
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Coastal Anem are trilingual in Anem, Tok Pisin and LusiKombe; many also speak Mok and Bariai.
Anem is the language used among the Anem in most
mundane s.ituations.

If the Anem know the language of a

visitor, that language
Anem

displ~y

i~

used to entertain him; the

great pride in being able to do so, while

the visitors constantly comment on the effort taken by
the Anem to acquire foreign languages.

When visiting a

Lusi or Kombe village, the Anem speak the appropriate
language.

Lusi is also the language of worship in the

Roman Catholic church; the liturgy has not been translated
into Anem, a fact that some Anem mildly resent.
Tok Pisin is used to speak to visitors with whom
·the Anem have no other language in common and to make
public announcements.

Marital disputes that develop into

fights become public events; in the height of anger, the
language of abuse is Tok Pisin.
Although English is taught at the mission school,
the level of exposure is extremely superficial and the
children quickly forget English when they return to the
village.

Only a few Anem, those who have worked on ships,

understand some English; consequently, English is never as
effective for communication as Tok Pisin.
Lusi speakers say, "Tok Anem i he vi long nek bilong
mipela" ~-'I'he Anem language is heavy in our necks.

Along

with the Korilie, Aria, Mok, Amara, Lamogai and Bariai, the
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Lusi believe that Anem is far too difficult to learn;
at all levels--phonological, lexical, morphological and
syntactic--Anem is perceived as very diffe'rent from their
languages.

They ridicule the sound of Anem and equate it

with the sound of German spoken at the mission.
The Anem, then, are able to converse in most of
the languages of their neighbours, while few of their
neighbours can cope with even the simplest sentences
in Anem.

Although Anem say that they would like their

neighbours to learn Anem, they also enjoy being able to
use their virtually secret language in front of non-Anem
speakers.

1.3 Field Techniques
; In Augus t 19"} 5, I moved in to an abandoned vi llage
house in Karai-ai, on invitation from the people of
Karai-ai.

The Anem immediately made me part of a system

of mutual gift giving which provided me with food, both
raw and cooked, and the Anem with tobacco, tools and food
that I had brought with me.

While walking or fishing or

sitting around an evening fire, we exchanged information,
the Anem asking as many questions of the anthropologist as
the other way around .
. Except for the last month, when I had acquired some
speaking ability in Anem, 'rok Pisin was my only contact
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language.

Since the Anem are outgoing, friendly and

talkative, I seldom needed to go out of my way to find
informants.

Most of my elicitation sessions were held

with a dozen or so people present.
Because formal, controlled elicitation sessions
were nearly impossible to organize, most of my data were
gathered informally while the Anem taught me their language
as they teach foreign languages to their children:
a common form of entertainment for older people to
children to repeat sentences in other languages.

it is
~each

This is

the method the Anem used with me.
I found it most useful to listen to conversations
until my ear was attuned enough to be able to pick out
a phrase or sentence and ask what it meant.
generated a dozen or so related sentences,
names for a particular class of objects.

This often

or

a

li~t

of

For instance, a

discussion about trees led to everyone's contributing the
names of all the' trees he could think of.

In subsequent

weeks, people provided other tree names as they thought
of them.

This procedure made it possible to collect data

on subjects the Anem actually talk about, even subjects that
the Anem

were initially embarrassed to discuss with me--

obscene humour, for.example.
In addition t6 lists of names for plants and
animals, my data consis·t of paradigms of nouns and verbs
and short sentences taken from conversations and narratives.
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I have recorded approximately 1000 morphemes, both in
isolated words and in sentences.

1.4 Phonemic Inventory

Coastal Anem has seven vowels, fourteen consonants,
one juncture, three degrees of stress and at least five
intonation contours.

Prosody is treated in section 2,

immediately following, consonants in section 3 and vowels
in section 4.
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2.0 Prosody
2.1 The' Syllable
The canonic form of the Anem syllable is
(C l ) V (C ).
2

The brackets indicate optional ocCurrence.

C represents a single consonant phoneme, a non-syllabic
vowel phoneme or a consonant cluster of the type described
in 3.6.

Consonant clusters occur in C but not in C .
l
2

V represents a single syllabic vowel phoneme.

The possible

syllable shapes are V, CV, VC and CVC.

2.2 Word Boundaries
An utterance is divided into words on the basis
of ,.".here a juncture [+ ] may occur, whether or not it occurs
in every pronunciation of a particular utterance.

The

potential juncture is indicated by a space in the phonemic
transcription.

Anem words are bare stems, stems with

affixes or particles.

2.3 Stress
Three degrees of stress are recognized in Anem:
primary I'/f pecondary ~ I, and non-stress, the latter
unmarked in the transcription.

Secondary stress is

apparent only in long utterances, where one or more of
several stressed vowels is more prominent that the others.
Words spoken in isolation seem to have a
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characteristic accentuation which is not predictable:

Ik~mul

'water'

IgoxLpl

'ash'

I~ndeual

'Mt. Andewa'

las1i axl

'jungle'

lalu~lul

'bigmen'

I

Stress does not appear to differentiate lexical items,
however.

The accentuation of words in isolation often

differs from theiraccentuation when they occur with
affixes or in a sentence:

Izkul il

'village name'

I 'abe" 1/'

'
t'
moun
aln rl' d
ge'

Izaul1i lusik axi bbel/'zauli is on the mountain ridge.'
I

labal

'pig'

lab1aeatl

'my_ pork'

In~bi aba ~k'/

'Hit the pig so i t ' l l go.'

1"1 al

.'flShl
,

,1

1Ia

,
I
niSI

'our (incl.) fish'

Probably, accentuation is morphological or syntactic; more
research is required.
citing

speci~ic

Stress is indicated here only in

utterances; forms transcribed without stress

have been elicited at different times with different
accentuation.
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2.4 Intonation Contours

There are at least five intonation contours in
Anem, each characterized by a particular sequence of
phonetic pitches.

Each contour is indicated in the phonemic

transcription by a symbol at the end of the contour.
For illustrative purposes only, the segmental phonemes
are typed above the line to indicate high pitch and
below the line to indicate low pitch.
Period contour /./ occurs with most mundane
statements.

The utterance starts on mid pitch, rises

to high and falls to mid pitch on the last syllable or
two.

The voice fades with falling pitch at the end.

/a t f iii

igo kOmu./'The women went to fetch water.'

Comma ,contour / ,/ indicates "chat the speaker
intends to continue speaking.
mid pitch, rises to

h~gh

The utterance starts on

and remains level or rises

slightly.
Ima 1ake , usfkaoo/ 'Your bark cloth, where is it?'
Question contour/?/ indicates a question requiring
a yes-no

ans~er.

The utterance starts low and rises to

very high on the last syllable where the voice fades
while dropping sharply in pitch.

'Does your neck hurt?'
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Confirmation contour /~/ indicates a positive
answer to a question or approval of a statement.

It

occurs either with Ie/ryes' or sentences w·ith the suffix

/-da/' con.firmation marker'.

The utterance starts at mid

pitch and rises to high pitch on the final syllable;
the voice fades at high pitch.

/e

e't

enneat

da ~

/

'Yes, it's my house.'

The fifth contour /~/ indicates the answer "not
yet" to a question.

It occurs with /o/'no', /pmaga/

'not yet' 9r sentences ending with /pmaga/.

The utterance

starts at very high pitch and drops to mid pitch where
the voice fades.

o
/

pma
o~

ga~/

'No, not yet. '

One further intonation contour appears to be
restricted to narrative style.

Either a single vowel

of a word is lengthened or an entire verb is repeated
several times.

The lengthened vowel or the repeated verb

is spoken at a uniform high pitch.

This contour indicates

duration, intensity or great distance.

The length of

the contour corresponds with the duration or intensity
of the activity or the distance covered by the character
in the narrative.

The meaning conveyed by this contour

is difficult to translate smoothly into English.
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/eni

uk a uk a uk a uk a ukezik A
idamki a ------------------------------axl

'The spirit woman chased him and he went and went
a long way and climbed up a tree.'

Pending further research, this description of
Anem intonation contours must be considered tentative.
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3.0 Consonants

Anem has fourteen consonants classified below
according to distinctive features.

There are three

distinctive positions--bilabial, alveolar and velar.

The

alveolars range phonetically from alveolar to palatal;
the velars range phonetically from velar to post-velar.
The stops, both voiceless and voiced, and the nasals
are articulated at the bilabial, alveolar and velar
positions.

The trills have both voiced and voiceless

allophones; /x/ is articulated in the post-velar position.
The spirants are articulated in the alveolar to palatal
positions.

Anem Consonant Phonemes

bilabial
alveolar

I pi

I
It I

velar
I

Ikl

vOiceles3 s-tops

Ibl

Idl

Igl

voiced-

Iml

Inl

IQI

nasal

III
Ir I

--)

resonants

lateral

Ixl

trills

lsi

voiceless ~

Izl

voiced--

.
splrants
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All consonants occur in C positions; all but
l
/z/ occur in C2 positions.

Clusters of two consonants

occur in Cl positions with stops as the first member
and resonants or trills as the second member.
A non-phonemic glottal stop

[2]

occurs frequently

in the data in the following environments:
1. before an utterance-initial vowel
2. before a word-initial vowel after juncture
3. after an utterance-final vowel
4. after a word-final vowel before juncture.

/abake. LibJ·/

'My pig killed it.'

[?abake?+?ubw?rv?abakewbw? J

3.1 Voiced Stops /b d g/
In initial position and after consonants, /b d g/
are lax, voiced and characterized by complete occlusion.
After vowels, /b g/ have fricative

allophones,[~J

and [yJ

respectively, in free variation with the stop allophones.
There is a tendency among young people to favour the stop
allophone.

/mogebo/

'shark l

[mogebo?/Vmoye~o?J

In certain words, /d/ alternates freely with /r/, yielding
what appears to be congruent patterning for the voiced stops.
This problem is discussed in section 3.7 and further in 6.
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3.2 Voiceless Stops /p t k/
/p t k/ are tense, voiceless and unaspirated.
They contrast with the voiced stops initially:

/poxe/

'snail sp.'

/boxi/

'pig's molar'

/t a kl

'snake sp.'

Ida kl

'I will go'

Ik if

'mushroom sp.'

Ig if

'vine sp.'

intervocalically: .

labal

'pig'

lapanael

'my heel'

/atal

'unripe'

ladal

'grandfather, grandson'

Iloki/

'fish sp.'

Ilogil

'their teeth'

and finally:
Ikasepl

'parrot'

,jsilbebl

'insect sp.'

idid/

'insect sp.'

Inanc!itl

'his bed'

I sek/

'basket'

/5egl

'rope'

Before the voiced stops /b d g/ and /z/, the
voiceless stops often, but not always, assimilate in
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voice to the following consonant and assume the allophonic range of the corresponding voiced stops.

When

a juncture intervenes, however, the contrast between
voiced and voiceless stops in maintained:
Idak dasem"1

'I'm going to lie down'

[ d a k d a s ¥ m.rvd a 9 d a s ¥ mrv d a '{ d a s ¥ m ]

'Yes, it's my house.'

lenneatda'!l

[?enneatda?1V ?enneadda?]

3.3 Resonants

1m

n

8 II

The nasal resonants

1m

n

81 are voiced and

contrast with one another in all consonantal positions:

Imell

'we will sing'

Inell

'you (sg. ) will sing'

18 e ll

'you (pI. ) will sing'

18111181

'song'

lanlkl

'ant sp.

18 8 1 11

'hot'

Igi8 8m l

'her child'

Igi8 en /

'our (excl. ) child'

Igi8~81

iyour (pl. ) child'

,

/11 is a voiced lateral alveolar resonant which
occurs in all consonantal positions:

I I i II

'smooth!

I eli I

'my shadow'
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1.4 Trills /r x/
/r/ is an apical tap or trill with two allophones,
voiced [r] and voiceless [~].

The voiceless allophone [~]

occurs before voiceless consonants and finally:

logier sis I

. 'Do you have a headache?'

[?oglet;"sis]
/bol)girl

'your mouth'

[bOl)gw b ]
The voiced allophone [r] occurs initially, after a consonant,
intervocalically and before voiced consonants:

Irukmel

'insect sp.'

[rukme?]
Ikrekl

'black seagull'

[ kre k J

Iporel

'paddle'

[pore?]
Ibirgil

'branch'

[bwrgw? ]
/x/ is a post-velar fricative with frequent uvular
involvement.

Since it patters somewhat congruently with

/r/, it is treated here.

Like /r/. /x/ has two allophones--

voiced [~] and voiceless [~].

The voiceless allophone [~J

occurs ;i.nitially, before voiceless consonants and finally:

Ixol)ol
[XOl)o?]

'fish sp.'
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'wall'

/napaxpax/
[napa>$pa>$J

The voiced allophone [¥] occurs after consonants and
before voiced consonants:
/gxal)/

. 'dry season'

[gyal)J
/ugexda':'/

'Yes, it went down.'

[?ug'6'yda?J

Intervocalically, /x/ varies freely between its voiced
and voiceless allophones with a preference for [¥]:
/poxe/

'snail sp.'

[ poye?rlJ pO>$e? J

3.5 Spirants /s z/
/s/ is a voiceless pre-palatal to alveolar groove
fricative which occurs initially, medially and finally:
/kasep/

'parrot'

/palamoeat sis·/

'My skin hurts.'

Isis mantu·/

'It doesn't hurt.!

/z/ is a voiced pre-palatal to palatal groove
fricative, which occurs initially, medially, but not
finally.

In initial position, /z/ has an affricate

allophone [jJ in free variation with the fricative
allophone

[t.J:

Izeil

'wallaby sp.'

[jeYtVtey]
leziml

'betel'

[?etim]

3.6 Consonant Clusters
Numerous medial clusters occur in the form

-vccv-

where the consonants belong to different syllables.

No consonant clustenoccur in C
occur in C positions.
I

2

positions, but several

These pattern like single

consonants and occur in the sequence stop plus resonant
or trill.

Ikmi'l

'fire'

Ikneilil

'mosquito'

I k!) i.xl

'black'

Ipmagal

'not yet'

/kl il)l

'moon'

/bltgal

'my back'

Iplil)el

'my waist'

I 9 I iml

'lime powder'

Igxal)l

'dry season'

Ikrekl

'black seagull'

Some examples occur with medial clusters of three consonants.
In these, the first member of the cluster belongs to
the preceding syllable and the second and third belong to
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the following syllable:

lelkf)el

'my children'

leinif) klaf)1

'our (incl.) poor father'

I ex i ekn im

bI

i kl

'muddy brown'

In some examples with a reduplicated syllable, a medial
cluster of two consonants is interpreted as belonging
to the C

I

position of the following syllable:

I kxo kxoma sel

'snake sp.'

Not all possible sequences of stop plus resonant or trill
are attested in the data, notably clusters with /t d/ and
the sequence voiced stop plus nasal.

3.7 Alternation of /d/ and /r/
As shown by the following sub-minimal pairs,
/d/ contrasts with /r/:
Irukmel

'insect sp.'

Idumenael

'my outer ankle bone'

/marasin/

'medicine'

ladal

'grandfather, grandson'

Itaf)irl

'fish sp.'

/ d i d/

'insect sp.'

o

Nevertheless, /d/ appears to alternate freely with /r/
after vowels in numerous common words:

I u damkatV u ramkal

'He's chasing me.'

/asamad itN asamar.itl
/ u sa u d it.f1..1 usa uri t /

'I'm looking for it.'
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'banana sp.'

/muaduN muaru/

iuasat I edN ua·sat I erl

'This is my tobacco.'

/mamedN mamerl

'today'

A mire
.. AI
/ m..I deN

'one'

The phonemic alternation of /d/ and /r/ has a distribution
identical to the allophonic variation of the other
two voiced stops /b g/.

Were it not for the contrasts

between /d/ and /r/, [rJ could be classified as an allophone
of fd! after vowels, yielding congruent patterning for
the set of voiced stops in this list of words.
Further investigation reveals, however, that the
Anem lexicon is layered in three strata (see 6.0). The
alternation of /d/ and /r/ occurs only in some words in
the non-Austronesian base.

In the Austronesian and

Tok Pisin strata, 'which consist of borrowed items, /d/
and /r/ always contrast.

These items form a large portion

of the Anem lexicon and are in common use, their phonology
altered to conform with Anem.

Often, there are no

equivalents in the non-Austronesian base.

M.oreover, the

Anem people regard the borrowed items as true Anem words,
even though they recognize the· cognates in l,usi-Kombe and
Tok Pisin.

For these reasons, the borrowed items cannot

be ignored in the phonology of Anem as it is now spoken.
/d/ and /r/ must be considered separate phonemes.
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4.0 Vowels
Anem has seven vowel phonemes

la

e

i

e

i

0

u/.

They contrast in tongue height--high, mid or low;
tongue position--front or back; and rounding--rounded
or unrounded.

The seven vowels fit into a symmetrical

three-class triangular system with three degrees of aperture.

Anem Vowel Phonemes
front

back

back

unrounded

unrounded

rounded

high

Iii

Iii

lui

mid

lei

lei

101

lal

low

All 21 possible vowel contrasts are attested
in the following minimal sets:

/es iI

'five'

las iI

'I gathered'

lisil

'she gathered'

lusil

'he gathered'

I u su I,

'leaf thatch'

/osul

'bamboo sp.'

Imenl

'who'

Iminl

'we (excl.)'
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Ipelrjel

'my belly'

Ipelrjel

'your belly'

Ipolrjol

'his belly'

Itigal

'my foot'

It.igil

'his foot'

/tigil

'their feet'

Iialal

'fish sp.'

Iialel

'tree sp.'

I ki ki I

'crab sp.'

Ikiki/

'sandfly sp.'

I kokol

'mushroom SPe'

Itel

'kni:ee'

It ul

'clam sp.'

Igel

'scorpion'

Igil

'vine sp.'

Idatl

'I will eat'

Idotl

'he will eat'

Inetl

'you will eat'

J

~....L

J

/ r.l 11/

'you ate'

All vowels occur in word-final position; all but

Iii occur in word-initial position.

All sequences of

vowels occur across morpheme boundaries.

4.1 Vowel Allophones
4.1.1 High Vowels

Ii i ul

High vowels vary in tongue height freely from
high to lower high; the phonetic transcription used here
ignores this variation.

The position of high vowels,

front or back, is conditioned by assimilation to vowels
in the contiguous syllables.

/i/ is slightly back in the

envi.ronment of back vowels; Ii

ul are as far forward as

central position in the environment of front vowels:

lei lu zi I ikl

'his eyes are bad'

[?eylttffltk]
Unstressed high vowels have non-syllabic allophones
before or after vowels:
Izaul'i lusik axi 'abel'/'Zauli is on the ridge.'
I.'
.1
]
'
[ Jawl,?+?uswka'(~abl{1

I

uk sl

'tobacco'

[ wb s ]
Ilaxb ubi tbQguxi'l 'He's playing a jew's-harp.'
[ laybwbw?+taQgttyi?]

libQol

[Y~Qo?]

'yellow'
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Vowels with stress are syllabic:

I'i al

'fish'

[ ?li a? ]
• I
1 ·1lanls

'our (incl.) fish'

[yanis]

I

IA A A I
bonkl edlf)
I

I

'coconut sprout'

[ bon k'w l( d w f) ]
I

4.1.2 Mid Vowels

I

Ie e 01

and Low Vowel

lal

Mid vowels are usually pronounced with the
tongue at mean mid position, but the observed deviation
is from low mid to high mid in free variation.

This

variation is ignored in the phonetic transcription.

lal

is a low central unrounded vowel.

4.2 Vowel Harmony
Although all cOnLbinations of vowels occur in
words of two or more syllables, there is a statistical
tendency toward vowel harmony: 1. Vowels tend to be
followed in subsequent syllables by the same vowels.
2. Mid vowels also tend to be followed by high vowels
of the sa..'11.e class; that is, by high vovlels with the same
rounding and tongue position front or back.

le •.. tl

The sequence

is the most frequent vowel sequence in Anem. Mid

vowels occur least frequently after mid vowels of a
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different class.

3. Except that /a/ is most frequent

after /a/, it does not participate in vpwel harmony as
do the high and mid vowels.
The chart below shows the pattern of vowels in
500 two-syllable words.

·Numbers below the phonemes are

the total 'occurrences of that phoneme in that position.

Anem Vowel Sequences in Two-Syllable Words
first vowel

C
lal

second vowel

total occurrences

lal

lei

Iii

lei

Ii!

/01

lui

86

49

78

54

113

58

62

37

13

22

12

16

16

20

222

8

16

15

1

7

2

1

99

12

8

18

8

11

6

6

147

5

2

3

23

46

1

2

136

2

2

3

5

20

2

3

150

17

5

12

3

8

27

16

146

5

3

5

2

5

4

14

100
1000

136

lei
50

Iii
69

Ie!
82

Ii!
37

101
88

lui
38
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Many of the low-frequency sequences occur only
when the two vowels belong to separate morphemes.

For

example, the sequence /u ••• e/:

/u-gex/

'He - went down.'

Because the morphology of Anem has not yet been
sufficiently analysed, it impossible to refine this
statement further.
The tendency toward vowel harmony accounts for
the existence of certain paradigms:

/elk-I)e/

'my children'

/elk-I)e/

'your children'

/olk-I)o/

'his children'

/elk-f)em/

'her children'

/pel-fje/

'my belly'

/p~I-f)e/

'your belly'

/pol-I)o/

'his belly'

/p~I-f)~m/

'her belly'

In this noun class, stems having a mid vowel assimilate it
to the vowel of the suffix.

Nouns in this noun class with

a high or low vowel, however, have stems with only one
allomorph:

/gi-I)e/

'my child'

/gi-I)~/

'your child'

/gi-I)o/

'his child'

/gi-I)~m/

'her child'
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Vowel harmony in Anem is not au·toma tic, however i
most noun classes do not exhibit vowel harmony:

Ikorn-il

'my water'

Ikorn-il

'your water'

Ikorn-ul

'his water'

I kqrn- irnl

'her water'
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5.0 Idiolectic Variation
The Anem have a high tolerance for deviations
in pronunciation.

People often have their· own

peculiar pronunciations of certain words, and little
fuss is made about it.

Other deviations in pronunciation

seem to be. shared by a minority of the population, and
may be stylistic differences.

Individual peculiarities

are ignored here, because they do not represent the
community; the more widely spread differences are dealt
with under the subject of Sporadic Variation.
Another type of variation involves systematic
language change.

See section 5.2.

5.1 Sporadic Variation

In the speech of some individuals, in some words,
the phoneme /x/ occurs where /k/ would occur in the
speech of most people.

Both alternatives are considered

acceptable; sometimes both are used by the same person.
This alternation does not extend to all occurrences
of /k/, however.

Some examples:

/dekNdex/

'thing, something'

/dokamNdoxam/

'someone'

/ugeseksekfVugesexsex/
/nakNnax/

'morning'

'go a . .!ay'

/nGmen ga kN nemen gax/

'just come here 1
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Ima I a k£N

ma I

axel

'your bark cloth'

lail

In the same way, the sequence
for

is substituted

lei/:
1m e j mtV

ma j mI

' true'

I j e i naen.! i a j nael

'my grandmother'

Ide j k,;v d a i kl

' I'll drink it'

Both these substitutions may be evidence for a
certain amount of dialect mixture between Bolo Anem and
-Coastal Anem.
Coastal Anem

Bolo Anem

lxi,

with Coastal Anem

Ikl

sometimes corresponds with

and Bolo Anem

lail

sometimes corresponds

lei/:

Bolo Anem

lie uk aki nan·1

Coastal Anem

Ilaxa uk axi nan·1

'He went to the garden.'
Bolo

Bolo Anem

lainul

Coastal Anem

leinul
'his father'

It is also possible that in Coastal Anem,
changed to

leil

in certain environments.

lail

has

As evidence

for this, I give the following form pronounced with and
without the juncture between words:
Isia itim.1

'The reef is dry.'

[ sli a ?+? i t Ij m ]

[sli~YtimJ
Sporadic variation is observed in all age groups.
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5.2 Substitution of /e i/ for /e if

There is a marked tendency for front vowels
to occur in the speech of young people where back
unrounded vowels occur in the speech of older people.
The division between young and old is uneven, however,
since some older people, particularly those who
identify with young people, use the speech traits of
young people, while some youths favour the more
classical forms of their elders.
The following is a list of substitutions observed
in the data so

f~r:

old

young

lade 1/

/adel/

'outside'

/agllknae/

lag Ii knae/

'my armpit'

/bls/

/bis/

'no'

/bllga/

/bl iga/

'my back'

/elka/

/elka/

'my liver'

/eklsl

/ekis/

'rotten l

/emkls/

/emkis/

'thorn'

/enll)le/

/enil)le/

'my brains'

/geta/

/geta/

'my ear'

/glmslk/

/gfmsik/

'insect sp.

/klll)/

/klif)/

'moon'

/Ielef)/

/Ielef)/

'tree sp.

/ I elf k/

/ I eli k/

'comb'

,

,
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II

il)isl

II

il)isl

'vine sp.

,

Imasikl

Ima 5

Ipil isl

Ip iii 51

'bamboo sp.

Iplil)el

Ipl il)el

'my waist'

Itimnael

Itimnael

'my hand'

I z iii kl

Iz i' I i kl

'bad'

-jzixel)kal

Izixel)kal

'my veins'

lugenitl

lugenitl

'he built it'

Idalikl

I da I i kl

'I'll stand'

Idasikl

Idasikl

'I'll sit'

ikl

'new'

,

No speaker of Anem uses a five-vowel system.

This

would be impossible without a major overhaul of the morphology,
because the phonemic contrast between front and back unrounded
vowels has a high functional load.

The personal suffixes

of Anem are quite frequently distinguished by the contrasts

Ie : el

and

Ii : i/:

Itigil

'his foot'

Itigil

'their feet'

Ie i I if

'my eyes'

lei I i I

'their eyes'

Igi!)el

'my child'

Igil)el

'your child'

I kom i I

'my water'

I kom i I

'your water'

In these noun classes, the distinction between persons
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is made by the vowel contrast.

There are, however,

noun classes in which the vowel contrasts do not make
the distinctions between persons.

On several occasions,

I observed that a young person had shifted a noun from
one class to another, avoiding, in the process, a back
unrounded vowel in the second person singular suffix:
standard

innovative

/timnae/

/timnae/

'my hand'

/timni/

/timnir/

'your hand'

/gioe/

/gioe/

'my child'

/gioe/

/gioer/

'your child'

/sisixie/

/sf'sixlel

'my grey hair'

/sisixie/

/sisixler/

'your grey hair'

Usually, if an older person were there, he would correct
the form given to me by the younger person, saying that
I should not write grammatical errors.

He might complain

that young people do not know how to speak the language,
but no attempt would then be made to correc-t the youth.
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6.0 Lexical Stratification
As stated in section 3.7, the Anem lexicon is
layered.

On the basis of cognates in other languages,

three strata can be identified:

1. a non-Austronesian

base consisting of all unidentifiable etyma.

2. an

Austronesian stratum consisting of all words" obviously
borrowed from Austronesian languages.

Since only word
3

lists are available for Aria, Mok and Amara , and since
the direction of borrowing is sometimes impossible to
determine, the classification of individual etyma must
be considered tentative.

3. a Tok Pisin statum consisting

of all words borrowed from Tok Pisin.
The non-Austronesian base includes the items for
body parts, kin, mountain plants and animals and many comrnon
verbs.

The Austronesian stratum includes most of the

words for ocean phenomena--fish and mollusk names,
canoe parts, 'island', 'wave',
includes

word~

'reef' and so on.

for trees arid architecture.

It also

Items in the

Austronesian stratum are identified hereon the basis of
cognates in Lusi.

The Tok Pisin stratum includes words for

items of Western culture--boats, government, medicine, western
clothing, food and furniture.
The alternation of /d/ and /r/, described in 3.7,
3word lists were collected for Mok and Aria by David Counts
in 1967, and for Amara by me in 1975.

3
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occurs only in the non-Austronesian base.

This may

represent an archaic allophonic pattern in Anem before
the in"tense intercultural contact characteristic of Anem
cuI ture today.
section 1.2

It is possible that the events described in

have~d

an effect on the Anem language analogous

to the effects of historic events on the English language.
Under the impact of the Norman conquest, English

Ivl

and

If I, formerly allophones of a single phoneme, split into
separate phonemes.

In an analogous manner, under the

impact of Austronesian and European cultures, Anem Cd] and
[r] may have split into separate phonemes.
Except for the single item Irukme/'insect sp.'
(which may have been borrowed from Mok or another Austronesian
language), word-initial /r/ occurs only in the Tok Pisin
stratum of Anem.
stratum.

Initial/xl occurs only in the Austronesian

Back unrounded vowels and consonant clusters

of the type

~escribed

Austronesian base.

in 3.6 occur only in the non-
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6 .• 1 Tok Pisin Cognates
Since Tok Pis in is a creole derived from Pidgin
English, many English cognates are

recogni~able

in

the Anem items:

Anem

Tok Pisin

/sipidbot/

'motor boat'

/sipidbot/

/Iam/

'lamp'

/Iam/

/aussik/

'hospital'

/haus s i k/

/ta!)ir/

'fish sp.

/ais/

'refrigerator'

/bokis ais/

/siQlis/

'T~shirt'

/si!)1 is/

/uraitimdit
biza!)/

'He's already
written it"

/em i raitim
pinis/

,

/ta!)ir/

6.2 Lusi Cognates
Early in the investigation, it became obvious that
numerous Anem words, especially those for ocean J?he~omena,
were similar to the corresponding Lusi words that I knew at
the time.

I postulated that the items in question had

been borrowed from Lusi and found that the differences
appeared to be patterned.

To check my hypothesis, I elicited

the bulk of the words on my file cards from two Lusi
speakers (via Tok Pisin) who knew little or no Anem.

The

regularity of the correspondences proved to be greater than
I had expected.
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Lusi
Lusi /f/

/~

~/

correspond with Anem /b g/.

and /h/ correspond with Kombe /h/ and

Anem /x/; in a few words, Lusi /f/

cor~esponds

with

Anem /r/:

Anem

Lusi

/amoxu/

/amofu/

/bagaxe/

/~ayare/

/moigagaxa/

/moiyayafa/

/tux/

/tur/

/xal)xal)o/

/fal)ral)o/

/kuaxo/

/kuaho/

/pixoxo/

/pihoho/

/pore/

/pofe/

Lusi /r/ often corresponds with Anem /d/,
sometimes with Anem /r/:

Anem

Lusi

/moxadi/

'fish sp.

,

/mohari/

/dadamuxi/

'fish sp.

,

/raramuhi/

/ududu/

'ridge pole'

/perperu/

'clam sp.

,

/ururu/
/perperu/
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7 .• 0 Conclusion
Few things are as disappointing and frustrating
as trying to learn about the language and culture of an
area and .finding that the material is either superficial
and inadequate or

non-ex~stent.

In the next few years, I

intend to return to the Anem to collect enough data to be
able to write a grammar and dictionary that accounts for
both Coastal and Bolo Anem.

To be able to check for even

a remote relationship between Anem and any other language,
reliable grammars and dictionaries are required for the
following non-Austronesian languages: Baining, Kol,
Panaras, Sulka, Wasi and the languages of Umboi and Sakar.
To complete the linguistic information for the Kaliai and
Bariai census divisions alone, grammars and dictionaries
are required for the following Austronesian languages:
Amara, Aria, Bariai, Lamogai and Mok.
There are opportunities for research for archaeologists
and social anthropologists in this area; a full recording
of Anem oral tradition should be very suggestive for the
archaeology of the interior of West New Britain.
The problems touched on in sections 5 and 6, the
maintainance and stratification of Anem (clearly a threatened
language), demand a full ethnographic treatment of these
people

who even superficially

their Austronesian neighbours.

are very different from
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